Transportation Coatings

PercoTop

Industrial applicators require specific coating properties on different ranges of substrates. PercoTop has products for all types of applications, from trailers to machinery to doors and window frames.

In addition to an extensive range of topcoat qualities, a series of well-matched priming materials will ensure excellent adhesion, outstanding corrosion protection and optimum surface finish on a wide range of substrates. Whatever the requirements for protection, durability and application, PercoTop is the right paint system for you.

PercoTop® is a particularly user-friendly and efficient coatings system. It is also uniquely innovative. Thanks to an advanced tints and binder system, more than 15,000 colours can be produced quickly and effectively. While perfectly coordinated components minimise mistakes, the modular system also means less capital is tied up in inventory. Larger paint quantities are available in ready-mixed colour batches tailored to individual customer specifications.

As part of our commitment to our customers, we have ensured that PercoTop® is as easy to use as it is to dry. In addition, special additives are available to achieve various degrees of gloss. From matt to high-gloss, from Medium Solids to VOC compliant High Solids – PercoTop® will meet all your finishing needs.

With PercoTop® you don’t just get the paint, but all the knowledge and support of Axalta Coating Systems.